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 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

Witness Identification 1 

A. My name is Dianna Hathhorn.  My business address is 527 East Capitol 3 

Avenue, Springfield, Illinois 62701. 4 

 5 

Q. Are you the same Dianna Hathhorn who previously provided direct 6 

and rebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 7 

A. Yes, my direct testimony is ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0, and my rebuttal is ICC 8 

Staff Exhibit 9.0. 9 

 10 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony on rehearing? 11 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to present Staff’s response to the Direct 12 

Testimony on Rehearing of Lena Georgiev on behalf of Charmar Water 13 

Company (“Charmar”), Cherry Hill Water Company (“Cherry Hill”), 14 

Clarendon Water Company (“Clarendon”), Ferson Creek Utilities 15 

Company (“Ferson Creek”), Harbor Ridge Utilities, Inc. (“Harbor Ridge”), 16 

and Killarney Water Company (“Killarney”) (individually, the “Company” 17 

and collectively, the “Companies”). 18 

  19 

Q. Are you sponsoring any schedules as part of your rebuttal 20 

testimony?  21 

A. No. 22 
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 23 

Q. Have you included any attachments as part of your direct testimony 24 

on rehearing? 25 

A. Yes.  Attachment A is the Companies’ Supplemental Response to Staff 26 

Data Request DLH-18.02. 27 

 28 

Q. Please indicate your position regarding the Company’s Direct 30 

Testimony on Rehearing. 31 

Rate Case Expense-Internal Costs 29 

A. I conclude that the Companies have not provided sufficient additional 32 

evidence on the internal Water Service Corporation (“WSC”) rate case 33 

expense costs to satisfy the concerns that the Commission expressed in 34 

its Order.  Therefore, I recommend no changes to the revenue 35 

requirements adopted in the May 22, 2012 Order. 36 

 37 

Q. Please provide an excerpt of the Commission’s conclusion from its 38 

Final Order dated Mary 22, 2012 on internal WSC labor costs. 39 

A. The Commission addressed rate case expense costs for outside counsel, 40 

SFIO Consulting fees, and internal WSC costs.  The excerpt on internal 41 

costs, including an original footnote, is as follows: 42 

The bulk of the Companies’ rate case expenses 43 
consist of internal Water Service Company labor costs.1

                                                           
1 For instance, with Charmar Water Company, the Company assigns $79,395 out of a total of 
$118,809 of rate case expenses to its internal WSC labor costs.    

  To 44 
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justify these expenses, the Companies produced schedules 45 
outlining labor estimates for its internal staff and the hourly 46 
rate at which those individual employees are billed.  When 47 
the six schedules are taken together, the Companies’ claim 48 
that some internal employees spent hundreds and even 49 
thousands of hours of time for which compensation is sought 50 
for recovery under Section 9-229 of the Act.   51 

 52 
If a utility seeks to avail itself of Section 9-229 of 53 

the Act and recover its rate case expenses from 54 
ratepayers, it is axiomatic that it must provide the 55 
Commission with sufficient detail regarding what actual 56 
expenses were incurred, by whom, for what purpose, 57 
and why such expenses were necessary.  Absent such 58 
detail, it is impossible for the Commission to make an 59 
informed determination regarding the justness and 60 
reasonableness of recovering such expenses from 61 
ratepayers.  Expenses sought for recovery under Section 9-62 
229 are not standard utility operating expenses; the 63 
Appellate Court has made clear that they must be treated 64 
akin to how a reviewing court would analyze a standard 65 
attorney fee petition, and the Commission analyzes them 66 
accordingly.     67 

 68 
Turning back to the present matter, the 69 

Companies justification for these expenses is clearly 70 
insufficient in this case.  Certain employees are cited as 71 
having spent an estimated 200 hours on this matter for an 72 
individual utility; others are estimated to have spent 350 73 
hours.  There is no information provided on what exactly 74 
these employees were doing; only two such employees 75 
are testifying witnesses in this matter, and while others 76 
are referenced in filings and data request responses, 77 
there is no indication how any of their time was 78 
specifically spent.  It is simply impossible for the 79 
Commission to judge the value of zero, 200, 500, or even 80 
1000 hours of these employees’ alleged time spent on 81 
this matter and how essential that work was to its rate 82 
case.  Given that these rate case labor expenses alone 83 
create burdens of hundreds and even thousands of dollars 84 
for individual customers, such documentation is essential in 85 
this proceeding.   86 

 87 
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A focus of the parties has been on the issue of 88 
“double-counting” – whether test year labor costs were 89 
properly reduced to account for rate case expense, and not 90 
counted as both test year labor costs and rate case 91 
expense.  While the Commission is mindful of this concern, 92 
our threshold inquiry under Section 9-229 of the Act is simply 93 
whether labor hours accounted for as rate case expense are 94 
properly detailed justified such that the Commission may 95 
make a determination regarding their justness and 96 
reasonableness.  The Commission cannot make an informed 97 
judgment regarding that initial “single”-counting of these 98 
labor expenses, as that information is not in the record.    99 

 100 
The Commission finds that the Companies have 101 

failed to provide the record necessary for the 102 
Commission to exercise its discretion under Section 9-103 
229 of the Act and determine what would have been 104 
reasonable expenditures for this litigation.  Thus, the 105 
Companies internal WSC labor rate case expenses are 106 
disallowed.  (Order, Docket No. 11-0561c., May 22, 2012, 107 
pp. 19-20) (Emphasis added) 108 

 109 

Q. Please elaborate on your conclusion that the Companies have not 110 

provided sufficient additional evidence on the internal WCS rate case 111 

expense costs to satisfy the Commission’s concerns expressed in 112 

its May 29, 2012 Order. 113 

A. Although I am not an attorney, I do not believe the Companies have 114 

provided sufficient additional evidence for the Commission to consider.  115 

The Commission was clear in its Order that it was not satisfied with the 116 

estimated hours per employee that the Companies presented in the 117 

original case to support its WSC costs.  These estimated costs and actual 118 

hours to date were included in the original record as Company Exhibit 3.3.  119 

In rehearing, the Companies simply provided a narrative description of 120 
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what each employee’s work on the case entailed.  (Company Rehearing 121 

Exhibit 1.1)  The Companies stated in their supplemental response to Staff 122 

Data Request DLH-18.02 that the dollar amounts shown in Company 123 

Exhibit 3.3 could be divided by the employee’s hourly time costs to result 124 

in the amount of time entered by the employee on each day.  (Attachment 125 

A)  126 

 127 

 My understanding of the Commission’s May 29, 2012 Order is that the 128 

Commission expects more detail than what the Companies have provided 129 

in this rehearing phase to support the justness and reasonableness of the 130 

costs under Section 9-229 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”). (220 ILCS 5/9-131 

229)  The Commission reviewed the amount of time per employee per 132 

Company in the record in the original phase of these rate proceedings, 133 

and was not satisfied.  The Companies have only supplemented the 134 

record with a brief description of the duties of each employee.   These 135 

descriptions do not appear to answer the Commission’s concern of what 136 

actual expenses were incurred, by whom, for what purpose, and why such 137 

expenses were necessary.  (Order, p. 19, quoted above)  The Companies 138 

have not explained why one description justifies 35 hours of internal costs 139 

while another supports 200.  This appears to be the crux that the 140 

Commission wrestled with during the original phase of this case, and my 141 

opinion is that Exhibit 1.1 does not alleviate this concern.  142 
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 143 

Q. Please elaborate further on the new evidence the Companies 144 

provided as part of its Direct Testimony on Rehearing. 145 

A. The Companies provided Exhibit 1.1 in Rehearing, which is the 146 

aforementioned summary of position duties by employee.  Further, in 147 

response to Staff Data Request DLH-18.01, the Company supplemented 148 

this exhibit with:  (a) the original estimated WSC hours by employee; and 149 

(b) the actual WSC hours by employee as reflected in the record at 150 

Company Exhibit 3.3.  I recommend the Companies include this 151 

information in its rebuttal testimony on rehearing for ease of presenting a 152 

summary of the contested WSC hours, estimated and actual, and 153 

summaries of work, in this proceeding. 154 

 155 

Q. Do you have any further comment on the Companies’ Direct 156 

Testimony on Rehearing? 157 

A. Yes.  Company witness Lena Georgiev incorrectly states that Staff audited 158 

the Companies’ actual capitalized time:  159 

Actual capitalized time incurred was audited by the ICC Staff to 160 
validate the reasonableness of the amount of rate case recovery 161 
sought by the Companies… (Company Ex. 1.0 on Rehearing, p. 3) 162 
(Emphasis added)  163 

 In fact, my work during both phases of this proceeding consisted of a 164 

review of the costs, not an audit.  There is a difference in scope of work 165 

between an audit and a review.  An audit requires compliance with the 166 
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generally accepted auditing standards (“GAAS”) to provide the user with 167 

the auditor’s opinion that the financial statements are presented fairly in all 168 

material respects.  GAAS requires a level of understanding and 169 

compliance not required for a review.  A review is substantially less 170 

thorough than an audit and generally expresses that an accountant is not 171 

aware of any material modifications necessary to the financial 172 

statements.2

 174 

   173 

Q. Does this question end your prepared direct testimony on rehearing? 176 

Conclusion 175 

A. Yes.  177 

                                                           
2 From “What is the Difference Between a Compilation, a Review and An Audit? Comparative 
Overview” by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”). 
 



ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
DOCKET NOS. 11-0561 Charmar Water Company 

11-0562 Cherry Hill Water Company 
11-0563 Clarendon Water Company 
11-0564 Killarney Water Company 
11-0565 Ferson Creek Utilities Inc. 
11-0566 Harbor Ridge Utilities Inc. 

Supplemental Response to Staff Data Request DLH 18.02 
 
 
 
DLH-18.02 Referring to the Companies’ Direct Testimony on Rehearing Exhibit 1.1, 

do the Companies’ have timesheets for each person listed?  If yes, 
provide all timesheets that support the actual cost through 10/31/2011 as 
reflected in the Companies’ Rebuttal Exhibit 3.3.  If no, fully explain why 
not and provide any other existing documentation supporting such costs.   
 
 

ORIGINAL 
Response: The manner in which employee time records are made is explained in the 

Companies’ Direct Testimony on Rehearing at Page 4, Line 15.  
Companies Exhibit 3.3 consists of detailed general ledger entries for each 
employee, which are based on actual time entries and the associated 
costs.  

 

SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE:  
 
 Yes, the Companies have contemporaneously maintained time records for 

each person listed.  Employees enter their time spent on specific projects 
into the JDE system which automatically calculates the cost based on the 
salaries and benefits of each particular employee.  The Companies’ 
Rebuttal Exhibit 3.3 documents the daily time entries made by employees 
multiplied by the hourly cost.  In other words, if one were to divide the 
dollar amounts shown on Exhibit 3.3 by the employee’s hourly time costs, 
the result would be the amount of time entered by the employee on each 
day. 

 

Prepared by:  Dimitry Neyzelman 

  (847) 897-6474 
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